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What is your current role at your institution? 

 Residency Program Director Associate/Assistant Residency Program Director           Clerkship Director 

Associate/Assistant Clerkship Director          Resident/Chief Resident  Residency Program Coordinator 

Clerkship Program Coordinator  Rotation/pathway director Other:____________________  

 Strongly 
AGREE (5) 

AGREE 
(4) 

NEUTRAL (3) DISAGREE (2)  Strongly 
DISAGREE (1) 

AVE 

This workshop was 
applicable to my specific 
needs (n=46) 

29 17 0 0 0 4.7 

I would recommend this 
workshop to others 
(n=46) 

30 16 0 0 0 4.7 

Because of this workshop:  
I have a better 
understanding of what 
the attributes of 
introverts and 
extroverts are (n=47) 

29 17 1  0 0 4.6 

I have a better 
understanding of what 
the attributes of 
thinkers and feelers are 
(n=47) 

33 14 0 0 0 4.7 

I have learned 
techniques that I will 
use to help me achieve 
academic success (n=47) 

29 18 0 0 0 4.6 

I have learned 
techniques that I will 
use to help mentor 
others considering their 
different types (n=47) 

27 17 3 0 0 4.5 

I feel more comfortable 
directing collaboration 
between different 
personality types (n=47) 

26 19 2 0 0 4.5 

 WORKSHOP EVALUATION TOOL 
Thanks for participating! 
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Comments: 
Great workshop. Loved the interactive part-not just "boring ppt" Thanks so much 
Very helpful + insight provoking Great job! 
Letting the audience figure out responses was a good way to see the different viewpoints of I/Es and 
T/Fs This gave me the best overall strategy 
Know time constraints are what they are but would love to see an f/p great job  Helpful info 
Great workshop! I think it should be repeated.  May be incorporate otheres who have made 
improvements 
Thanks for all the good learning strategies! 
I would appreciate additional learning regarding the I:E and F;T vs Increased group time.  It tends as it 
often does to many of the same people/opinions expressed. Some conversation is vital but addit 
engaging didactic would have been appreciated- you are the experts 
Great workshop! 
Great insights! 
Super useful! I loved the entire set up- overview, small groups, large groups, cases.  SO GOOD.  I would 
also recommend a plug for the book Quiet about I in an E world  has helped me immensely! 
Thank you for helping me see things in a different way. 
This is my second time attending this conference. Very helpful. Has helped me in my job! 
Excellent workshop! 
Discussion of the other 2 domains would be helpful as well 
Thank you for this workshop and new "tools" in how to navigate through some otherwise difficult 
situations.  
very useful workshop thanks 
Well done! 
Want to attend more  Thanks 
Maybe additional discussion about the mentoring based on T/F aspect vs the E/I (also within team) 
Really enjoyed -great contect! Nice mix of didactic /relevant small group exercises (not just for sake of 
small group) 
Shorten group work and finish more presentations.  Very nicely done! 
Terrific info- relevanat to us and residents 
Great- would love to hear about all components of MBTI with next years workshops 
Would like a workshop on the S/N and J/P 
Thanks S/N dichotomy would be helpful 
Would like to see the other 2 domains discussed 
Great workshop.  The discussions were led very well and provide great examples that can be applied 
in my practice right away 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


